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1.0 INTRODUCTION

This interim scientific report covers the work undertaken for the period 26 September

1990 through 30 September 1991 on contract F19628-90-C-0187. This was the first year of a

three year contract. The effort was in the area of basic research in the measurement, analysis,

and modeling of atmospheric emission processes. Section 2 of this report covers the theoretical

studies to provide improved modeling of high temperature molecular emissions. Cloud

background modeling based on analysis of satellite data, including IBSS, is discussed in Section

3. Section 4 describes support for the CIRRIS IA instrument operations. A discussion of the

MSX carthlimb background experiments is included in Section 5. The effort in modeling and

measurement of high altitude water vapor emissions is presented in Section 6. The initial

analysis of high altitude atmospheric emissions at high dosing levels is covered in Section 7.

2.0 MODELING OF HIGH TEMPERATURE MOLECULAR PHYSICS

In this first year of the contract, two molecules were studies and calculated, CO., and

H,O. A new HITRAN database will be available in early 1992. The previous version of this

database utilized direct numerical diagnolization (DND) calculations for all unobserved 1
2C'"02

parallel band intensities. The new database will utilize DND calculations for all unobserved

lines of the three most abundant isotopic species: "C" 60 2, 1
3C160 2, and "O'2C"O. This new

DND data have required the generation of Herman-Wallis parameters (which include the effects

of rotation-vibration on line intensity) and an important extension to the DND technique: the

calculation of molecular properties for the asymmetric linear molecule. A very complicated

transform of both the potential and the dipole moment functions was required for these new

calculations which included many thousands of terms. DND line position information has also

been employed where observed line positions are not available. The semifinal generation of the

band and line parameters has been concluded, and more importantly, validation of the

parameters for HITRAN purposes has been started.

A considerable part of the current effort has been spent on the reformulation of the DND

technique to handle bent triatomnic molecules and to better treat higher temperature calculations.

To this end, software from Rice University has been utilized for the basis functions, a kinetic



energy operator developed by an English team has been used, and a potential function calculated

by a German researcher has been employed. The calculation of vibrational levels indicates that

accuracies of several cmi are achievable at present.

3.0 IBSS EXPERIMENT DATA SUPPORT

3.1 Introduction

Visidyne supported the Infrared Background Signature Survey (IBSS). These phenomena

are relevant to Strategic Defense Initiative Organization (SDIO) and the Global Protection

Against Limited Strike (GPALS) system concept. They include earth and earthlimb

backgrounds, plumes that represent missile signatures, missile fuel observables, and other

phenomena.

The mission was accomplished through use of a cryogenically cooled infrared

spectrometer and radiometer (IR Sensor), an ultraviolet, visible, and near infrared

spectrograph/imager (Arizona Imager/Spectrograph (AIS)), a pair of low light level television

(L3TV) cameras, and additional instrumentation mounted on the improved Shuttle Pallet Satellite

platform (SPAS II). The combined fields of view of all SPAS-mounted instrumentation are

shown in Fig. 1. The spacecraft was deployed from the cargo bay by the Remote Manipulator

System (RMS), and the Orbiter then maneuvered from the v;2inity. Multispectral measurements

encompassing the UV, visible, and IR regions of the spectrum were taken of plumes from

Orbiter engine firings, the earthlimib, the hard earth, the Orbiter environment, chemical and gas

releases, and calibration sources. Additional measurements were made while tile SPAS If was

berthed in the cargo bay or grappled by the RMS.

Space-based IR surveillance sensors, such as Brilliant Eyes, viewing above-the-horizon

have three major sources of radiation which limit or impact their observing capabilities-celestial

sources, zodiacal radiance, and the earthlimb radiance which varies in intensity and wavelength

according to altitude, time of day, geographic location and geomagnetic conditions. The IBSS

measurement will contribute to the understanding of IR spatial and spectral characteristics of the

earthlimb background by obServilng tho earthlimb at a varietv )f tangent altitudes and through

a v•ariety of radiomctric filters. In addition, selected measurements were made viewing below-

I
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the-horizon (earthscan mode). The down-looking, hard earth measurements are intended to

quantify the complex radiation transfer emissions of carbon dioxide. This information, coupled

with the earthlimb measurements, form a continuous set of required measurements to adequately

model the atmospheric infrared emissions from the earth background. The Brilliant Pebbies

concept and other system wiil encounter these types of backgrounds.

3.2 Experiment Planning and Support

Initial efforts performed by Visidyne were in the area of analysis of the calibration data

supplied by Utah State and from the measurements performed at the Kennedy Space Center.

The results of this effort by C.J. Beeler of Visidyne are presented in GL Technical

Memorandum No. 19, entitled, "Analysis of IBSS Radiometer Test Data" written in conjunction

with W.F. Grieder of Grieder Research Engineering and D.S. Avtgis and H.T. Wadzinski of

Boston College. Visidyne directly supported the earth background principal investigator during

the Shuttle flights. This effort consisted of technical support, within the POCC, as well as off-

site quick look analysis to assist in experiment replanning and quick look reporing.

In preparation for this support during the last week in January (January 29-31) Visidyne

participated in a long duration Joint Integrated Simulation (JIS) to prepare for flight operations

of the Shuttle flight. The STS-39 flight was originally planned for launch on March 9, 1991 but

was postponed in early March until April 26, 1991.

To support this effort, a program was written which determined the orbital elements,

semimajor axis, eccentricity, inclination, longitude of the ascending node, argument of perigee,

and true and mean anomaly from state vectors. Given the orbital elements as input, Visidyne

developed a program which tracked the orbit of the SPAS. From this program, the latitude,

longitude, and height of the SPAS are determined. Visidyne generated a program which

calculates the location of a specular point relative to a shuttle position. If yaw, pitch, and roll

data are made available, Visidyne can determine the actual azimuth and elevation of the Shuttle

and compute the earth centered angle between the actual specular point and the point where the

Shuttle is looking.

Efforts also continued in the analysis of the calibration data from measurements

perform~ed at the Kennedy Space Center.

4



The Shuttle Discovery STS-39 was launched on April 28, 1991 at 0733:13.98 Eastern

Daylight Time (GMT: 118:11:33:14) from Kennedy Space Center. The Discovery cargo

consisted primarily of CIRRIS IA and IBSS. Approximately 41 ininutes after launch the orbiter

was inserted into a nearly circular orbit of approximately 138 nautical miles with an inclination

of approximately 57'. The SPAS was deployed from tile orbiter at MET 2 day, 20 hours, 44

minutes (orbiter revolution 47).

During the SPAS operations, both deployed aid RMS 22 measurement blocks were made

of the solar specular region, hard earth, earthlimb, and aurora. All major backgrounds

experimental objectives were achieved. Extensive measurements were made of the CO 2

backgrounds in earth Lcan, and both horizontal and vertical earthlimb modes. Additional

measurements were made throughout !he SWIR and MWIR spectral regions (2.3 - 7.7 Aim) in

both the earthlimb and hard earth modes.

The first earthlimb measurement began during revolution 36 at MET 2 days, 4 hours,

13 minutes. The earthlimb observations consisted of a series of measurement sets in which the

earthlimb was scanned in the pushbroom mode by the orbital motion of the SPAS while the IR

sensor was viewing approximately 100' off-track. The filter wheel cycled through the seven

different spectral filters and the internal calibration source for a range of tangent altitudes. The

measurements included day, night and terminator conditions.

The most stressing region of the natural background is thought to be in the vicinity of the

solar specular point. It is for this reason that the primary objective of the IBSS earth

backgrounds experiment was measurement of the background structure in two specific CO, bands

at 4.3 Aim as the line-of-sight sc.nned the solar specular point. The second observation

performed by the I13SS sensors was a solar specular point using the wide band CO, filter (2D).

This nmeasurement occurred at GMT 121:23:41 and produced surprisirg results. A significant

amount of spatial variations were found in the preliminary data that was telemetered to the

ground.

A vertical scan of the earthliim:b during day and night was also performed by rotating the

SPAS i cover the tanrent altitude range from the hard warmth to the local hori7ontal.

Earthscan observations with the IBSS radiometer were directed at the hard earth using the CO 2

and MWIR filters. Measurements were also made of the spatial clutter in the vicinity of the



solar specular point. At the conclusion of the mission a report entitled "IBSS Earth Backgrounds

Experiment Quick Look Report", PL-TR-91-2157, edited by R.A. Van Tassel of the Geophysics

Directorate, was prepared by those participating in the mission.

3.3 IBSS Data Analysis

The first set of 320 kbit/sec radiometer infrared data was received in late July 1991 from

MRC (Mission Research Corporation) on a SUN tape cartridge. Due to incompatibilities

between VAX and SUN formats of binary data, MRC became responsible for translating the data

from VAX to SUN format. This process of translating and transporting the data was repeated

several times by Visidyie and MRC over a period of three weeks before the data format was

correct and the files could be read successfully. Visidyne has not yet received all of the IBSS

Earth Backgrounds data, but has ,eceived highest priority data files. Also, during this time, a

1.2 gigabyte hard drive for the SUN SPARCstation was purchased with contract funds in order

to support the expected large volume of IBSS data.

The next large effort was in reading and interpreting the data format and information

available. The data are subject to many regions of data dropouts which have been handled in

a certain manner by the IBSS Data Processing team (Phillips Lab, MRC, and Boston College).

It was necessary to determine and interpret this process by which these data were treated in

order to access the data appropriately. This was accomplished through several informal

conversations with MRC.

Once these problems were solved the development of analysis software began. Some

analysis tools had previously been written for a quick-look of the telemetry data and were used

as building-blocks for the analysis software. Presently, a program has been written to allow a

user to access desired IR radiometer data and apply certain analysis tools. The analysis tools

which exist are the following:

1. Spike Removal

2. 1 st, 2nd, or 3rd Order Detrending

3. Mean and Variance of Time Series

4. Periodogram

5. Auto/Cross Correlation Functions

.m • m n i I| IIII



6. Probability Distribution Function

7. Exceedance Histograms

8. 1st Difference

These routines have been tested and verified, but some modifications remain. Regions

of spikes and dropouts will be analyzed for their effects on statistical analyses, and a proper

method for treatment will be determined and modifications to the software followed accordingly.

Other plans are to implement a more accurate estimation of the Power Spectral Density. A

Blackman and Tuckey method is under consideration at this time.

Using this program we have been able to begin analysis of various Earth Backgrounds

Experiments (CO 2 Earthscan, Solar Specular Point - 2D, and Earthlimb Limb to Earth).

Preliminary results have been reported by the Principal Investigator, R.A. VanTassel. In

addition to the radiometer data we have received visible LLLTV data which has been

anticorrelated with the IR data for some of the Earthscan data.

Future plans include receipt of the full set of Earth Backgrounds data and also the SPAS

and Orbiter Attitude and Ephemeris data in VAX floating point format. This will require a

program to be written to convert the data to SUN floating point format. From this data various

pointing information will be calculated (tangent height, LOS Earth-track, solar angles - lighting

conditions, etc.). These parameters are necessary for a complete analysis of the radiometer data.

A table will be generated with these parameters for every second during each Backgrounds

experiment as well as being presented in a graphical format. An effort is in effect to prepare

a compendium report on all or most of the Backgrounds data. This report will include all

necessary pointing and ancillary information and analysis as described above.

3.3.1 IBSS Programming Status

Programs have been written in-house to analyze radiometer data. from the IBSS

experiment. There is approximately one gigabyte of radiometer data on a 1.2 gigabyte hard disk

connected to Visidyne's SUN SPARCstation server. The programs, listed in Table 1, have been

written in IDL (Interactive Data Language) operating within a UNIX environment.

I-Values, Q-Values, amplitude, radiance, phase, or filter wheel positions can be viewed

and plotted. Data can be detrended and spikes can be removed. Correlation. exceedance, first

differencing, periodogram, and PDF analysis are presently available within the program.
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IBSSLOOK is the main program which calls other programs used for this analysis. The

program is primarily menu driven and responds to the mouse. This program was devised so that

any detector data (from 32 detectors), from any file, could be made of any plot. Information

pertaining to ten plots can be stored, and one to four plots can be plotted per page. The plots

for the multiplots can be any of the ten stored plots in any order. One to four detectors can be

opened at any one time. These capabilities result in many plot page variations being available.

3.3.2 Tabular and Graphical Presentations of IRSS Data

During this period a program was developed to determine the latitude, longitude,

and altitude of the tangent point as observed by the SPAS during an earthlimb experiment. For

an earthsweep experiment the latitude and longitude of the intersection point on the SPAS line-

of-sight is determined. This information can then be presented in the form of a graph showing

latitudes and longitudes superimposed on a map of the world. Both the SPAS position and the

position of the tangent point or earth intersection point is displayed with tick marks showing two

minute intervals (GMT) along the path. An example of such a graph is shown in Fig. 2. This

shows the position of the SPAS on May 2 from 16:40 to 17:35 GMT corresponding to orbits

69 and 70. The two jumps in the tangent point latitude and longitude at longitudes 2350 and

1600 were caused when the pitch of the SPAS was being adjusted. Figure 3 shows the tangent

height (km) as a function of elapsed time for the same two orbits. The two peaks occur when

the pitch was being changed.

4.0 CIRRIS IA OPERATIONS SUPPORT

Visidyne contributed a variety of supporting tasks in connection %,Ith the CIRRIS IA

Experiment (Cryogenic Infrared Radiance Instrumentation for Shuttle) flown on the Shuttle

Flight STS-39 which was launched on April 28, 1991 and ended on May 6, 1991.

4.1 Flight Operations Support

Visidyne's participation on the CIRRIS 1A flight operations team required attendance at

all of the Joint Integrated Simulations (JIS) at Johnson Space Center (JSC), as well as several

II
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of the factory training sessions at Lockheed in Sunnyvale, CA. An additional task was technical

supervision of the Trending Software development underway at Utah State University (USU).

The job of the trending and analysis engineer was to man a 12 hour/day shift during the

eight day mission. The position was one of twelve on the CIRRIS IA team at the Payload

Operations Control Center (POCC) at the Mission Control Center (MCC) at JSC. At various

times throughout the mission, the crew would read down, or in some way downlink, information

regarding the health of the CIRRIS IA instrument. It was the job of the Trending and Analysis

Engineer to collect, format, and analyze these data in order to ascertain a long-term projection

of instrument performance, and notify the CIRRIS I A Principal Investigator (PI) of any potential

problems. For example, if temperatures were seen to be rising on the laser box, a projection

of at what point they would go out of limits would be made, followed by suggesting a course

of action to cool them off. This happened several times throughout the mission, and thermal

problems were thereby avoided.

The Trending Software was to assist the Trending and Analysis Engineer in collecting

and displaying the sensor health iata during the mission. Additionally, the software was to

provide a limited data transfer protocol so that data could be shared over the network developed

at the POCC. The data acquisition software was developed using the C language under the

Santa Cruz Operations (SCO) Unix operating system and run on an 80386-based workstation at

the POCC. The other machines on the network were DOS-based computers. The display

software was also written in C and could be run on both the Unix and DOS systems. Pxqmai

and training for the mission were primarily accomplished during this year at the Rockwell and

NASA facilities. Involvement required numerous trips to Houston as well as several trips to

Logan, UT to monitor system development. There were also flight operations meetings at

various other locations, including Kennedy Space Center, FL.

4.2 Ground Operations Support

The CIRRIS IA instrument was at Kennedy Space Center during this period of time

before the Shuttle launch. Due to launch delays, the instrument was there for longer than

initially anticipated. As a result, extra maintenance was required to keep the instrument in a

ready-to-fly state, and support was provided in order to mitigate the additional workload required

14



of the existing Ground Operations team. This support included monitoring the cryogenic

vacuum pumping of the instrument during the night shift due to a NASA requirement that the

procedure be monitored 24 hours a day. This same requirement necessitated involvement with

the final cryogenic cooling of the instrument immediately before launch.

4.3 OPUS Development

The Optical Physics User-oriented Software (OPUS) is the primary method whereby

scientist can access the CIRRIS IA data. OPUS was developed by Boston College at their

Alfred Circle facility in Bedford, MA. Visidyne personnel provided the technical supervision

of this effort.

OPUS is a multifaceted system which stores, sorts, processes, and displays the four

gigabytes of data acquired during the CIRRIS 1A mission. OPUS is entirely menu-driven and

allows the scientist on-line access to 100% of the data at all times. It has been universally

acclaimed by the scientists working on the CIRRIS data as a huge improvement over the

previous methods of data storage and retrieval.

OPUS development began several years ago when the CIRRIS I A PI, and others involved

in the project, realized that the CIRRIS IA data set would be far too large to analyze the

conventional batch processing. As a result, we conceived a system whereby scientists could

display data at a workstation using whatever parameters they choose, alter the plots at their

convenience, and produce only hard copies of the final displays. This would replace the time

consuming iterative process of submitting batch jobs to the central computer facility at the

laboratory and waiting for the results, only to have to re-submit the jobs with slight alterations.

The OPUS software utilizes these time-tested algorithms, but packages them in a graphical user

environment that is easy to use and flexible enough to handle many data analysis methods.

The development of the OPUS took several years of continual effort by the software

development team, and Visdiyne monitored and contributed to this development during that time

and advised the CIRRIS IA PI on the optimum direction the development should take.

While originally devc!cp.xd in FORTRAN under the DEC VMS system, the OPUS now

runs under the Unix operating system. This transition from VMS to Unix was a difficult

decision to make and was predicated by two things. One, most of the best state-of-the-art

'5



hardware is being developed to specifically run Unix and Unix-like operating systems. Two,

the Air Force is urging its component laboratories to move toward Unix as a universal operating

system for workstation environments. A good deal of the OPUS in C was rewritten in order to

make the transition. All of the Input/Output (I/O) routines, for instance, would not compile

under Unix FORTRAN. This included both screen I/O and file I/O. All of the windowing and

graphing routines had to be rewritten in C. Initially, Boston College didn't have the manpower

to accomplish this, so much of the transfer was accomplished by USU.

A database handling system was developed in order to catalog, store, and retrieve the

huge CIRRIS IA data set. This routine worked hand-in-hand with the analysis and display

software to provide a continuous and completely interactive interface between the scientist and

the data.

OPUS has enjoyed wide acceptance at the Phillips Laboratory, and it continues to be

updated and improved. A current task is to provide a technical interface between the scientific

community and the software developers in order to better achieve a quick resolution to user

requirements.

4.4 Data Analysis

The advent of such large projects as CIRRIS IA, Spirit II, and MSX have necessitated

the development of the atmospheric backgrounds Data Analysis Center at the Phillips

Laboratory. Visidyne has contributed to planning, developing, and operating this center. To

do this required researching the computer industry in order to determine the optimum

configuration of workstations and peripheral devices. This equipment included DECstation

5000s, VAXstations, Sun Sparcstations, Silicon Graphics Personal Irises, optical disk jukeboxes,

and various I/O devices. So far the center has enjoyed great success in providing a reliable

environment for data analysis.

5.0 MSX EARTHLIMB BACKGROUND EXPERIMENTS

MSX is a satellite-based experiment to be flown in a low-earth orbit in 1993. MSX has

three primary mission objectives. The first is to collect data on representative target
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engagements to support ground validations of midcourse surveillance and defense functions

through simulations and hardware in the loop tests. The second is to collect target signature and

background measurement data to improve and validate models and serve as a system design

database. The third is to validate performance of key Global Protection Against Limited Strikes

(GPALS) Elements Sensors (GES) technologies such as optics, infrared (IR) and visible focal

plane arrays (FPAs), on-board signal processors, and contamination monitoring and mitigation.

To support GES concepts, the primary MSX sensors are a longwave infrared (LWIR)

sensor, SPIRIT Ill (which includes both an IR radiometer and an IR interferometer), and a

Space-Based Visible (SBV) sensor. These sensors are responsive to both space and ground-

based sensor system concepts and requirements derived through integrated sensor architectures

as defined in the System Design Document (SDD). The MSX sensor complement also includes

the Ultraviolet/Visible Imagers and Spectrographic Imagers (UVISI), which will provide

additional measurements data to support advanced modeling and additional validations of GES

concepts. The MSX sensors are body-fixed and co-boresighted.

Visidyne is supporting the Earthlimb Background principal investigator with the design

and implementation of background experiments. The effort was the design of earthlimb radiance

structure measurement experiments for the MSX flights. The atmospheric limb radiance

structure survey provides the database of the two dimensional measure of the spatial structure

in the limb radiance of the atmosphere. The measurements in this experiment will be performed

in such a way as to provide the atmospheric limb radiance for, primarily, the radiometer

wavelength bands. During the experiment, measurements performed with the interferometer and

the UVISI and SBV will provide spectral measurements over the radiometer wavelength bands

as well as measurements over other spectral regions. These measurements can assist in radiating

species determination. The work performed consisted of determining the requirements that must

be placed on the experimental management in order to obtain the desired measurement, as well

as generating preliminary experimental plans. This experimental plan was submitted to the

Principal Investigator and distributed to the MSX community for review. This plan is contained

in a Visidyne document, VI-1656, "Earthlimb Mean and Structured Radiance (Constant Tangent

Height Scan)", dated 17 June 1991.
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Following this effort, work continued on the planning of other measurements for the

MSX earthlimb experiment plans. Plans have been developed for tie measurements of

mesospheric clouds. Three separate experimental plans were written, submitted, and distributed

to the MSX community for review. These are:

VI-1739, "Earthlimb Experiment Plan ELE-12, High Latitude Enhanced

Backgrounds: Mesospheric Cloud Radiance and Structure", 30 July 1991.

VI-1740, "Earthlimb Experiment Plan ELE-16, High Latitude Enhanced

Backgrounds: Mesopheric Cloud Fixed Point Experiment", 30 July 1991.

VI-1741, "Earthlimb Experiment Plan ELE-17, High Latitude Enhanced

Backgrounds: Mesospheric Cloud Coordinated MSX/Ground Site

Measurements", 30 July 1991.

In addition a fourth experimental plan, ELE-11, "High Latitude Enhanced Backgrounds:

Stratospheric Warming", was started and will be completed later in 1991.

On the next five pages, one page summaries of the five experimental plans are included

herein for reference.

In support of the MSX, a number of computer programs have been generated. Some of

these are described below:

1. Terminator Program and a more Accurate Solar Ephemeris Program

Tozrminator Program was set up to calculate sun's evaluation angle for 0, -6, -12,

and - 18 degrees corresponding to terminator line, civil, nautical, and astronomical

twilight. In addition, the sunrise/sunset line (sun's center being 50 rmin below

horizon) was also calculated. These calculations were made by iteration. The

time was adjusted until the proper elevation angle was achieved at the chosen

location.

A more accurate solar ephemeris program was developed by using Meeus

equations to full accuracy'"1 . An accuracy verification was made by comparing

the sun's daily right ascension (RA), declination (DEC), and radius vector values

as obtained from Meeus equations against values obtained from The 1992
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IEX PERIX•I F2I" TITL•E: ELE-2 - Limb Radiance ,and Structure :Con,,t~uit Taihent

Height Survey

INTERINAL PRI)RrTIZ,-IiO()N: I of i9

OiTIER PI INN'()L% I,.NIENI: Coordnmnon with STB

EXPERIMENT 0B1.1 CTIN F:
EI.E-2 wiil provide a data base of e trih limb mean and ,tructured radiance
measurements for tangent altitu(de- from 40-160 kmi. iThe measurernents are to he
made with the Spirit 2I radiometer primarily nmd the interferometer, U!VISI, and SBV
secondarily. The analysis of these scMas will be used to determine the earth limb
radiance power spectral density with sufficient precision so that mitigation aigorit!,ms
can be designed, as well as provide thc '. asis for atmospheric i'adiance structure
models.

REQLIREMENTS SLI IPORTED:
SRD Requirements 2.3.1 Atmospheric Limb Radiance Profile and Spectra

(EL-I)
2.3.2 Atmospheric Limb Radiance Clutter (EL-2)

SMRD Requirements 4. 1, and 4.7

NISX INSTRULIENTATION:
NiMxdatory: SPIRIT HI radiometer
Required: SPIRIT 11 inmterferometer

UVIJSI Inagers (used sequentially) and spectrometers; SBV full framne
mode

Desired: Contamination, all passive sensors

(,()R0iLLARY/AUXII.LIARY INSTRU EN*T,\ATI()N:
Auxili,uy Data:

-DMSP: Operational Line Scan. J4 sensor
-GOES: magnetometer and particle data
-TIROS-N Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS): upper altitude height fields
-Meteorological Satellite: inagery data
-UARS: temperature and minor constituent profiles and limb emissions
-Optical and radar measurements from the CEDAR network

OPERATIONAL SCUENARiO:
The Spacecraft will be moved from park to view the limb at tangent lieight altitude of
40 kin with a azimuthal angle relative to vehicle heading of plus or nunus 90'. The
radiance will be measured using a Coolie Hat Drift scan on this line-of-sight over a
latitude span of 90' requiring 26 minutes. This measurement sequence is repeated at
tangent attitudes of 60, 80, 100, 140, and 160 km over all la:itudes and seasons, Data
is recorded at the 5 Mbps rate. These measurements will be repeated a sufficient
numbt. of times to generate a global, •easonal. and altitude limb mean anld structured
radiance database.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
None



EXPERIM ENT TITLE: ELE-12 -- High Latitude Enhanced Backgrounds:

Mesospheric Cloud Radiance and Structure

INTERN,%l PRIORI IZA I'(ON: 15 of 19

OTILER P! INVOLV[MENT: STB

EXPERIMENT OBJECTI\ E:
Mesosphenic clouds (MC) may interfere with observations of targets above the hard
earth. They occur in thin ( 1-2 km thick) structured layers located near the mesopause
altitude of 83 km during mid- to high-latitude summer conditions. The existence.
location, spatial distribution and persistence of MC will be measured i the horizontal
and vertical dimentions. ELE-12 will be perfomied as a function of geographic
parameters. season, time of day. geomagnetic index, etc. To achieve the total global.
seasona,', and earth linb mean and structured radiance database that is required, ELE-
12 will be repeated a large number of tines.

REQEIRENIENTS SUPPORTED:
SRD Requirement 2.3.7 Noctilucent Clouds (NCL) and Pclar Mesospheric

Clouds (PMC) (EL-7)
SMRD Requirement 4.6 Polar Mesospheric and Noctilucent Clouds,

4.7. Polar Mesopheric and Noctilucent Cloud Deficiencies

NISX INSTRUMEINTAIION:
Mandatory: SPIRIT II] radiometer, and interferometer

UVISI: IUW, IVW, JUN IVN and SPIMI to SPIM5
SBV, full frame mode (not processed)

Desired: TQCM, CQCM, MASS Spectrometer, Pressure gauge

C(ORO(ILARY/ANCILLARY INSTRUNIENTATION:
Auxiliau-y Data:

-DMSP: Operational line Scan, Low Light Level Imager, J4 sensor
-GOES: magnetometer and particle data
-TIROS-N Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS): upper altitude height fields
-Meteorological Satellite: imagery data
-UARS: temperature and minor constituent profiles and limb emissions
-Optical and radar measurements from the CEDAR network
-USAF rocketsonde probe sounding

O(PERATIONA.I SCENARIO:
In the northern hemisphere the spacecraft is moved from park when crossing 82°N on
ascent, to view the linb with the lowest radiometer pixel at the tangent altitude of 60
km. The radiulce is measured using the Coolie Hat Drift scan along a line-of-sight at -
-165' with the velocity vector. Data is recorded at the 5 Mbps rate. These
neaxurements will be rcp•,'ated a sufficient number of times to generate a statistical data
base.

SPECIAL, C_()NSII)IDR AT I.)NS:
None.
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EXPERIMENT TITLE: ELE-16 -- lIgh Latitude Enhanced B1ickgrounds:

Mesospheric Cloud Fixed Point Experiunent

IN I'ERNAl, PRI(0RITIZAIiON: 16 of 19

OTHIER PI INVOLVEMENT: STB

EXPERIMENT OB.JE('TIVE:
"Mesospheric clouds (MC) may interfere with observations of targets at low tangent
altitudes. They occur in thin (1-2 km thick) structured layers located near the
mesopause altitude of 83 kin at mid- to high-latitude sunmmer conditions The lack of a
definitive data base and model of the radiant intensity, spatial structure and cloud
morphology of MC is a critical deficiency. An uncertainty in the model exists as to the
particle size distribution. The goal of experiment ELE-16 is to measure the emission
from a given fixed mesospheric cloud over a wide range of scattering angles which is a
very sensitive function of the particle size of the scattering medium. The experiment
ELE- 16 will be performed only after the measurements of ELE- 12 have determined
that the MSX instruments are able can mnea,,tIre MC emissions.

REQUIREMENTS SUPPORTED:
SRD Requirements 2.3.7 Notctilucent Clouds and Polar Mesospheric Clouds
SMRD Requirements 4.1, 4.4, 4.7

MSX INSTRUMENTATION:
Mandatory: SPIRIT IH radiometer and interferometer,

UVISI: IUN and SPIMI to SPIMS. SBV, full frame mode (not
processed)

Desired: Contamination Passive Sensors

COROLLARY/ANCILLARY INSTRUMENTATION:
Aaxiliary Data:

-DMSP: Operational Line Scan. Low Light Level Imager, J4 sensor
-GOES: magnetometer and particle data
-TIROS-N Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS): upper altitude height fields
-Meteorological Satellite: imagery data
-UARS: temperature and minor constituent profiles and linb emissions
-Lidar measured constituent profiles
-Optical and radar measurements from the CEDAR network

OPERATIONAL SCENARIO:
In the northern hemisphere, experiment ELE-16 starts when the spacecraft crosses the
latitude 350 on ascent, with the spacecraft moved to achieve a tangent altitude of 60 km
for the lowest radiometer pixel. The radiance is measured along a changing line-of-
sight which tracks a given fixed point at 83 km tangent altitude. The measurement
time is -15 minutes. Depending on the latitude of the tracked point, a second point
may be selected for tracking during a given orbit.

SPE(CIAL CONSIDERATIONS:
Fixed point track algorithms. Sun illumination at altitudes of 75 km and higi.
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EXPERIMENT 1TITLE: ELE-17 High Latitude Enhanced Backgrounds:

Mesospheric Cloud Coordinated MSX/Ground Site Measurements

INTERNAL PRIORITI 1ATION: 17 of 19

OTHER P! INVOLVEIENT: STB

EXPERIMENT OBJECTIVE:
Experiment ELE-17 will be performed, using ground assets and rocket-borne
instruments, to detcnrule the various parameters necessary for a proper model of polar
mesospheric and noctilucent clouds. The experiment ELE-17 will be performed only
after the measurements of ELE-12 have detenniined that the MSX instruments can
measure MC emissions. In ELE-17 it is anticipated that the ground assets of
incoherent radar, photometers and all-sky imagers at Poker Flat, Alaska will be used.
If successful, this experiment would perform the first snimultaneous measurement of a
noctilucent and polar mesospheric cloud. Visual sightings of the NLC would be made
from a location south of Poker Flats at a time when the ground observer is in the (lark
and the cloud is in the sunlight. This experiment could also be performed over ranges
with similar ground assets such as Kiruna, Sweden.

REQVIRENIENTS SLiIT(ORTED:
SRD Requirement 2.3.7 Noctilucent Clouds (NCL) and Polar Mesosphenic

Clouds (PMC) (EL-7)
SMRD Requirement 4.1, 4.4, 4.7

XISX INSTRLMENTATION:
Mandatory: SPIRIT IH] radiometer and interferometer
Required: UVISI: IUN and SPIM I to SPIM5, SBV. full frame mode (not

processed)
Desired: TQCM, CQCM. MASS Spectrometer, Pressure gauge

COR)LL ARY,'-\NCILIA RY INSTRUM'IENTATION:
Auxiliary Data:

-DMSP: Operational Line Scan, Low Light Level [tnager, J4 sensor
-GOES: magnetometer and particle data
-TTROS-N Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS): upper altitude height fields
-UARS: temperature and ninor constituent profiles and limb emissions
-Optical and radar measurements from the CEDAR network
-USAF rocketsonde probe sounding

OPER.\TIONA-I. SCENAR0I(:
The timeline for experiment set ELE-17 starts when the satellite is approaching the
geographic pole in the northern hemisphere. The spacecraft is moved from park to
viewing a position at tangent altitude of 60 km for the lowest radiometer pixel. The
radiance is measured along a line-of-sight which tracks the point above Poker Flats at
83 km tangent altitude. Measurement time is approximately 10 minutes above the
ground site.

SPECIAL CONS I ) ERTV IONS:
Constant point tracking algorithm. The experiment sun illumination at 83 km and a
solar depression of 6 to 12 degrees from the ground site.
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EXPERIMENI'H' IL.E: ELE-11 -- II gh Lat itude Enhanced Backgrounds: Strato-
spheric Warming

INTERNAl, PRIORITIZATION: 19 of 19

011HE"R Pi INV(OLVEMENT: STB

I-XPERI.MENT OB.1E( FIVE:

Current eartllimb radiance models do not cover known strong radiance excursions
such as stratospheric warmling events. These extreme conditions may create iifrequent
but important system outage conditions. These events take place in the aictic regions
once or twice a year, and cause long-lived massive changes in anlko:rpheric t0-perature
structure. The measurement data requirement consists of atmospheric 'ixh radiance,
structure, and spectral data specific to the geographic region of the stratwaim.
Operation of this experiment in an interactive mode such that ground conim'rnds could
initiate the experiment after detection of a stratwarnm by nonnal meteorological methods
is desired.

REQUIREMENTS SUPPORTED:
SRD Requirement 2.3.5 Atmos. Limb Radimce - Stratwanning Event Spatial

and Spectral Structure
SMRD Requirement 4.1, 4.4 A.7

.ISX INSTRUMENTATION:
Mandatory: SPIRIT [M radiometer, and interferometer

UVISI: IUW, IVW, IUN IVN and SPIMI to SPIM5
SBV, full frame mode (not processed)

Desired: TQCM, CQCM, MASS Spectrometer, pressure gauge

COROLLARY/ANCILLARY INSTRUNISENT'AfION:
Auxiliary Data:

-DMSP: Operational Line Scan, Low Light Level Inager, J4 sensor
-GOES: magnetometer and particle data
-TIROS-N Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS): upper altitude height fields
-Meteorological Satellite: inagery data
-UARS: temperature and minor constituent profiles and limb emissions
-Optical and radar measurements from the CEDAR network
-USAF rocketsonde probe sounding

OPERATIONAL SCENARIO:
Earthlirnb radiance and spectral intensity measurements will be made during conditions
of stratospheric warming. The instrument LOS scans will encompass the strarwarn
region and map the temperature and radiance distribution in the 30-150 kin LOSTA
range. The UV/Visible instrument will be operated in coordination with this
experiment in order to determine the effects of stratwanrs on radiance and structure in
these bands. The data handling rate is 5 mbps for the CH draft and 25 mbps for the
CHMS modes.

SPECIAL C(ONSII)•ERATIONS:
Experiment cueing by MSX or meteorological satellite observations.



Astronomical Almanac. The results are shown in Fig. 4. The maximum error

due to RA and Dec is less than six arc seconds. The maximum error in radius

vector is 2250 kilometers, which is an error of about 1.3 x 10i AU.

2. Performed Twilight Calculations for Poker Flat. Alaska and western Siberia

This was done by using the Terminator Program described above. The

calculations performed were needed to ascertain orbits which should be chosen

to meet the criterion for Mesospheric Cloud (MC) measurements.

3. Improved Satellite Orbital Program

A previous satellite program was modified to include the calculation of a

satellite's geodetic latitude and height by iteration, as suggested in the

Astronomical Almanac.

4. Calculated Orbital Elements for MSX Satellite

Elements which defined the MSX orbit were specified by the Applied Physics Lab

(APL) of the Johns Hopkins University. The difference in the elements between

the program in 3. above and that of APL was well within orbit injection accuracy.

5. Using the Programs of 4 Above, performed feasibility studies on:

a. MC observations simultaneously for ground and satellite around Poker

Flat. If simultaneously a sounding rocket is to be launched, the time

window is only one to two weeks.

b. Using observation sites in western and eastern Siberia for MC studies.

c. Calculating paths scanned by varying the azimuth angle of the instrument.

Determined that a great variety of locations are possible for MC studies.

6. Developed an Improved Graphics Program to Display the Above Data on a World

Map-

A previously developed graphics program was modified to allow the projection

of the orbital track and world coordinates from different center projection points.

By choosing point, the graph will display the orbital track to the best advantage.

Figure 5 shows MSX track as viewed from a point south of Alaska and Fig, 6

shows the same track as viewed from a point east of Greenland.
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6.0 ATMOSPHERIC INTERACTIONS MODELING

6.1 Introduction

Water vapor outgassing in a space environment is a well documented phenomenon. Its

effect on optical sensor performance in terms of both long term degradation and the optical

environment through which sensors must operate has recently drawn the attention of the space

community. This cloud of water vapor, through its interaction with the ambient atmosphere,

may generate significant infrared emission.

For many years the vibrational excitation of H20 by high velocity collisions with atomic

oxygen has been identified as a potentially strong radiation mechanism at 2.7 jm. In addition,

H20 traveling at high velocities has sufficient kinetic energy to react chemically with atomic

oxygen, overcoming the energy barrier (endothermicity) that exists at room temperature. This

reaction produces excited hydroxyl radicals that radiate in the 3 ptm spectral region (Av= 1) and

in the 1.5 jim region (Av=22). For the more energetic cases (v _Ž 6 km sec) the overtone

emissions are predicted to be as intense as the fundamental emissions. There is an increasing

database of laboratory and field measurements that support these mechanisms1 2 -61.

6.2 Outeassing

There is a long history of ad hoc measurements of significant outgassing accompanying

sounding rockets and spacecraft, including the space shuttle. NASA and the Air Force have

compiled a large list of materials deemed unacceptable for spaceflight because of their long term

outgassing properties. In addition, the history of high vacuum laboratory systems is replete with

the long term "stubborn" nature of water vapor coming from insulation, potting compounds,

wire harnesses, etc. More recently, room temperature outgassing measurements of re-entry

coatings such as silica phenolics, carbon-carbon phenolics, and multilayer insulation have been

made by a number of independent laboratories' 7-'. Very careful mass spectrometer

measurements made by the University of Pittsburgh investigators confirm that after a very few

seconds water vapor comprises _Ž 99% of the effluent. Phenolic heat shield materials typically

have outgassing rates that, after 20 minutes in vacuum, are decreasing slowly (t' 2 time

dependent) with asymptotic rates of about 106 mol. cm-2 sec '. The MLI outgassing, however,



decays with a C2 time dependence at long times. The accepted physical and model consists of

a three step process. Initially a surface layer of adsorbed HO "peels" off quickly; then. water

vapor molecules adsorbed on surface layers buried deeper in the material slowly "random walk"

their way out to the vacuum. The very long time effluents come from H20 trapped in the

molecular lattice itself or actually bonded to the chemical compounds (so-called deep water).

A source term of 10"6 mol. cm-2 sec' is used for the calculations performed herein.

6.3 Low Altitude H2 0 Emissions

6.3.1 E. itation Mechanisms

Energetic oxygen atoms interact with water molecules by two mechanisms;

chemical reaction and collisional (T-V) energy transfer. As discussed previously, the chemical

reaction

0 + 1120 -- 2 OH(v)

produces highly vibrationally excited OH radicals that emit at 3 fim (Av = I cascade) and 1.5 jim

(Av=2 cascade). The rate constants for the production of the OH(v= 1) and OH(v=2) radicals

are given by

k(Onf) 7 = 6.6E(-11) e-' 2,vI,- (cm' sec')

k(OH), - 6.6E(-11) e"' V'I (cm3 sec')

respectively, where E,., is the center of mass collision energy (eV) between the 0 atom and the

H20 molecule 1 . We have taken rate constants determined from a high temperature

measurement of Albers, et al. (T < 2000 K), adjusted the activation energy to account for the

additional excitation into v = 1 and v = 2, and extrapolated the expressions to energy regions

of interest.
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The collisional excitation mechanism

0 + - H 20(v) + 0

results in vibrationally excited H20 molecules that emit primarily at 2.7 and 6.3 Pm. The rate

constant for the collisional excitation of water vapor in the 2.7 •m band is given by [ 31

k(H 20) 2 7 = 3.4E(-11) • E'coll • e-°4"WE- (cm 3 sec-')

The rate constants for the 0 atom/H 20 processes for a few velocities appropriate for

orbital and suborbital spacecraft are evaluated by mechanisms in Table 2 and by wavelength in

Table 3.

Table 2

Rate Constants for 0 Atom/H 20 Interactions (by Mechanisms)

Velocity E,11 k(OH)1.5  k(OH) 2 8 k(H 20) 2

(km/s) (eV) (cm 3 sec') (cm 3 sec') (cm3 sec- )

7 2.06 3.OE(- 11) 3.7E(- 11) 7.2E(-11)

5 1.05 1.4E(-11) 2.OE(- 11) 2.3E(-11)

3 0.38 9.8E(-13) 2.8E(-12) 2.7E(- 12)

Table 3

Rate Constants for 0 Atom/H 20 Interactions (by Wavelength)

k, s k)

(cm' sec) (cm' sec")

3.0El-1 11 . E(- 10)

1.4E(-11) 4.3E(- 11)

9.8E(-13) 5.5E(-12)

3(3



Figure 7 shows the pseudo first order rate constants, k- 101, for a 7 km/s spacecraft as a

function of altitude under solar median conditions (T = 1000 K). The resonance scattering

excitation rate - the product of the Einstein B coefficient and the earthshine spectral irradiance

(B. f) - is also plotted for comparison. At altitudes less than 500 kin, the O-atom excitation

mechanisms will dominate under solar median conditions. Figure 8 shows the 2.8 u.m excitation

rate constants for solar minimum (T,,, = 600 K) and solar maximum (T,,o = 2000 K)

conditions. For high altitudes from 100 - 300 km, there is little variation in the rate constants

with solar conditions. At higher altitudes, however, the solar maximum conditions provide a

significant enhancement. Figure 9 shows the velocity dependence of the excitation cross

sections.

6.3.2 Water Vapor Cloud Brightness

The apparent radiant iilensity, I, (W/sr) of the water vapor cloud is given by

I1 k[O] n r hv (Wsr-1)

where k is the rate constant for the particular process, [01 is the atomic oxygen concentration

(altitude dependent), n is the water vapor outgassing rate (molecules sec'), r is the

thermalization time, and hv is the photon energy. We assume that the high velocity H20

molecules are thermalized and therefore no longer have sufficient energy to react after

undergoing three collisions. Hence, r is given by

3X

VR

where X is the atmospheric mean free path, and VR is the vehicle velocity. Table 4 lists the

atmospheric mean free path and 0 atom concentration (T,, = 1000 K) as a function of altitude.
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Figure 7. Pseudo first order rate constants, k. (01, for water vapor excitation at a velocity of
7 km/sec.
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Figure 8. Rate constants for 2.8 jim excitation under solar minimum (Tn .. = 600 K) and solar
maximum (t•, = 2000 K) conditions.
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Figure 9. The velocity dependence of the excitation cross sections. The OH (Av=I and Av=2)
chemiluminescence ciuss-sections are obtained from a high temperature measurement of
Albers, et a]. The H,0 collisional excitation cros,, section is that used in the CHARM code.



Table 4

Atmospheric Parameters

Altitude (km) [O] (cm-3) J (m)

125 5. OE(10) 5.6

150 1.4E(10) 33

175 6.6E(9) 100

200 3.7E(9) 240

250 1.5E(9) 890

300 5.8E(8) 2 .6E(3)

500 2.OE(7) 7.7E(4)

800 2.OE(5) 1.4E(6)

This model is simple in that it does not take into account multiple collision effects or

quenching. However, the model is sufficient as a first order description of the processes. A

complete model of the evolution of the gas cloud could be used based on numerical solutions of

the Boltzmann equations for diffusively expanding, reacting gas cloudsf'•'. Alternatively, a

three-dimensional Monte Carlo algorithm could simulate the expansion of the gas cloud and

include collisional excitation, chemistry, thermalization, radiation, and quenching.

The apparent radiant intensity of the water vapor cloud, assuming it is contained within

a pixel, has an unusual altitude dependence. It is proportional to the thermalization time and to

the 0 atom concentration.

I a [O • r

3X
VR
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The mean free path X in turn is inversely proportional to the total number density.

Xc 1e
[N 21 + [01 + [021

The total density, for the altitudes of interest, can be taken as the sum of molecular nitrogen,

atomic oxygen, and molecular oxygen concentrations. The radiant intensity is therefore directly

proportional to the 0 atom concentration and inversely proportional to the total concentration.

[N21 + [0] + [021

The radiant intensity is proportional to the fraction of the collisions occurring with

oxygen atoms; therefore, the intensity of the cloud will follow the mixing fraction of atomic

oxygen. This mixing fraction, and hence the radiant intensity, increases with altitude up to

approximately 300 km. Figure 10 shows the 0 atom concentration and the 0 atom mixing ratio

as function of altitude. The water vapor cloud apparent radiant intensity will increase with

increasing altitude until either the cloud becomes larger than the pixel footprint or until atomic

oxygen becomes the dominant species in the atmosphere.

At some altitude (and range), the water vapor cloud will expand outside a single sensor

pixel. In this limit, the apparent single pixel radiant intensity is given by

I =- k[0] n r hv OR

where fl is the pixel solid angle, R is the range to the vehicles, and r,, is the radius of the

outgassed cloud. The cloud size, with aspect to the object, is given by

rd = 'r ,,
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Altitude Dependence
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Figure 10. 0 atom concentration and mixing ratio as a function of altitude.
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where Vh, is the thermal velocity of the outgassed molecules, i.e., the velocity of the molecules

with respect to the vehicle.

6.3.3 Signal-to-Noise Ratio

6.3.3.1 Sia

The water vapor signal in the single pixel containating the outgassing spacecraft

is given by

S=IA - 1 T t (counts)S -- iT hV--

where I is the apparant radiant intensity of the water vapor cloud (W sr'), A is the area of the

collection optics (cm 2), R is the range from the sensor to the outgassing spacecraft (cm), ,q is the

detector quantum efficiency, T is the filter transmission, and t is the integration time (sec).

6.3.3.2 Noise Sources

We consider three noise sources for evaluating the detection of outgassed water

vapor at low altitudes. Each dominates under different sensor configurations and detection

conditions. The detector readout noise is given by

N ,= R. ••fr (counts)

where R is the readout noise (assumed to be 100 counts per frame) and nf,.,,, is the number of

frames integrated.

For sensors operating from low altitudes, radiance from the atmosphere is considered.

As an example we assume a sensor altitude of 60 km and a 450 zenith angle. The atmospheric

radiance at 2.8 p.m obtained from LOWTRAN 7 as a function of sensor altitude is listed in Table

5. At 1.5 tim, the atmospheric radiance is dominated by the radiance from the airglow layer

at 90 km (7.OE(-8) W cm 2 sr' l.m, 450 zenith angle).
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Table 5

2.8 pim Atmospheric Spectral Radiance (Slant Path to Space, 450 Zenith Angle)

Sensor Altitude Spectral Radiance
(km) (w cm-' sr' jim'

80 1.4E(-14)

70 2.4E(-13)

60 8.9E(-12)

50 2.2E(-10)

The atmospheric radiance can be discriminated against by using an on-band/off-band

filtering technique. The on-band filter detects the narrowband H20 emission and the broadband

background while the off-band filter detects only the broadband background. The background

is then subtracted from the signal plus background leaving only the signal plus the fluctuations

in the background. Preliminary bandpasses of the on-band filters are 1.4-1.7 Jim (OH Av=2)

and 2.65-3.25 ,Am (OH and H 20 AV= 1).

The noise in the atmospheric radiance, N is given by
1

N = [L A Q AX h- T T 11"2  (counts)

where L,• is the atmospheric spectral radiance (W cm-2 sr-' um'1), 0 is the pixel field-of-view

(sr), and AX is the bandwidth of the filter (pmrn).

During the day, the sunlight reflected from the hardbody itself becomes a noise source

for water vapor detection. This broadband background also can be discriminated against by

using the on-band/off-band filtering technique. The noise in the reflected sunlight signature,

N,.Ii,, is given by

= (- ES..,. rA hR AX 1-i A1 T 112 (counts)
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where E.,, is the solar spectral irradiance (W cm 2 Mm'), and rAHB is the reflectivity-area of the

spacecraft. The corresponding off band filters could be located at 1.1 - 1.4 um and 2.25 - 2.65

Mm. These bands would detect only the daytime hardbody reflection. The grey-body radiation

at 3 M~m is quite small.

To obtain the total noise contribution, the components are added in quadrature.

N.= [N . N + N (counts)

6.3.3.3 Signal-to-Noise Ratio Range Dependence

The signal-to-noise ratio has an unusual range dependence. At night, the dominant

noise will be the detector readout noise or the atmospheric radiance. Neither noise term has a

dependence on target range

N, • fiR)

]Ný • fR)

Under sunlit conditions, the noise may be dominated by the fluctuations in the hard body

signature. The signature itself is inversely proportional to the square of the range, therefore the

fluctuations in that signature are inversely proportional to the range

NsV1.i a 1

The total noise is obtained by adding the individual sources in quadrature
N2 2

, N e + N,.,,,,,]
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If the radiating H20 cloud is obtained within a single pixel, then the signal in that pixel

is dependent on the inverse square of the range

t 1

When the radiating H20 cloud has expanded outside of a single pixel, then the single pixel signal

is independent of range

St •16 (R)

The signal-to-noise range dependence is summarized in Table 6.

Table 6

Signal-to-Noise Range Dependence

rct< Footprint r., > Footprint

Dark S/N oa 1/R2  S/N ; f(R)

Sunlit S/N a 1/R2  S/N ai R
or or

S/N a I/R S/N ;e f(R)

6.4 High Altitude HO Emissions

6.4.1 Excitation Mechanisms

At high altitudes, the 0 atom concentration decreases; therefore, additional

excitation mechanisms must be invoked to calculate water vapor signatures. We have evaluated

the H20 emission at 6.3 microns for high altitude (Z > 500 kin) spacecraft. There are two

mechanisms that result in water vapor emission at 6.3 pjm: resonance scattering of earthshine

and thermal excitation (self- emission). Each mechanism is present both at night and during the

day.
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Table 7 lists the fundamental infrared transitions of water, when Trd is the radiative

lifetime of the upper state, B is the Einstein coefficient for stimulated absorption, f is the

dominant spectral flux (earthshine at 6.3 Mm, sunshine at 2.7 gm). The excitation rate (and

emission rate) is obtained by multiplying the Einstein B coefficient by the spectral irradiance

(B.f).

Table 7

Fundamental Infrared Transitions of Water

X 7,. B f B.f

Transition (uam) (ms) (M2 Hz J-i) (W m2 Hz-1) (s-1)

010-000 6.27 44.3 1.12E(9) 1.31E(- 12) 1.47E(-3)

001-OOO 2.66 11.8 3.19E(8) 1.13E(-12) 3.61E(-4)

100-0 2.73 121 3.38E(7) 1.07E(-12) 3.61E(-5)

Thermal excitation is simply the self emission from the outgassed water vapor. The

water molecules' rotation-vibration state distribution is related to the temperature of the

spacecraft. The relationship between the spacecraft apparent temperature and the water vapor

vibrational temperature is not straightforward. However, if the spacecraft vehicle internal

structure itself is not covered with insulation, the vibrational temperature is probably close to

the apparent temperature of the vehicle. If the spacecraft is covered with MLI, the apparent

temperature of the vehicle is cold. The vehicle itself, however, may still be quite warm. The

water vapor vibrational temperature will lie somewhere between the vehicles actual surface

temperature and the apparent spacecraft temperature (temperature of the outside MLI layer).

The population of the v2= I vibrational state is given by

P( v2 = 1) = 1
q
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The water vapor vibrational partition function, q, is given by

3
q -I I

,.i 1 - e-h~

For water vapor at the temperatures of interest q 1. Table 8 lists the v2 = 1 population as a

function of temperature.

Table 8

H20 v2 = 1 Population as a Function of Temperature

Temperature ('K) P(v 2 = 1)

300 4.9E(-4)

280 2.8E(-4)

260 1.5E(-4)

240 7.3E(-5)

220 3.1E(-5)

6.4.2 Water Vapor Cloud Brightness

6.4.2.1 Resonance Scattering

The apparent radiant intensity of the water vapor cloud due to resonance scattering

at 6.3 jum is given by

I B - f N,,o hv (W/sr)

where NH2o is the number of H20 molecules in the pixel field-of-view. At altitudes where the

LWIR mechanisms dominate (Z > 500 kin), the water vapor cloud will be large compared to

the pixel footprint.

The number of water molecules in the sensor field-of-view is calculated by first

integrating the water concentration along the line-of-sight to obtain a column density. That
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column density is then integrated over the pixel footprint. The column density of water observed

by a detector viewing along a line-of-sight displaced a distance, c, from an outgassing object is

given by

[t120],.o, = J [H201 (z) dz

- 2r f [H120] r,2 dz(z-R)2 
+ C2

2

[H0o1 -2 (molecules cm-2)c

where R is the distance from the sensor to the object (see Fig. 11). To calculate the number of

molecules in the pixel field-of-view, the column density is integrated over the pixel footprint

(Figure 12).

NIt 20 .7r [H20]1 r,, 2i dc
J C

= r2 [H20]0 r 2 FI R (molecules)

6.4.2.2 Thermal Emission

The apparent radiant intensity of the water vapor cloud due to thermal emission

at 6.3 Im is given by

2r.._0] - e~rhf, hv 4•r r2 dr

1 P(,=l) 1 [H201, r 4l J"•l•"4--- f Trad

= P(v,=]) [tt 20L, r,, hv v [exp(-r 0 /vrr,.) - exp(-F/)R/2vr)]
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Figure II & 12. The water vapor cloud is large compared to the pixel footprint. (11)
First the column density is calculated by integrating along a line-of-
sight displaced to a distance, c, from the object. (12) Then the
column density is integrated around the object out to the pixel boundary
thereby yielding the total amount of H20 in the pixel field-of-view.
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where P(v2= 1) is the population of the v2 = 1 vibrational level, r7 d is the radiative lifetime of

the v, = 1 vibrational state, and v is the thermal velocity. The exponential factor accounts for

the decrease in emission probability with distance from the outgassing object. The model is

approximate (see Fig. 13) in that there are regions that are not integrated; however, because the

radiative lifetime is relatively short, the integral does converge rapidly with increasing field-of-

view.

6.4.3 Signal-to-Noise Ratio

6.4.3.1 Sgnal

The water vapor signal in the single pixel contaminating the outgassing spacecraft is given

by

S RS + A 1 T I I (counts)

where IRS is the apparent radiant intensity of the water vapor cloud due to resonance scattering

and I... is the apparent radiant intensity due to water vapor thermal self-emission.

6.4.3.2 Noise Sources

We have considered two noise sources for evaluating the detection of outgassd witer

vapor at high altitudes. Each dominates under different sensor configurations and detection

conditions. The detector readout noise is assumed to be 100 counts frame'.

Naou,,t, = 100 (counts frame-')

In addition, the fluctuations in the greybody emission from the spacecraft itself are a

noise source for water vapor detection. In fact, the greybody emssion is 100-1000 times more

intense than the HO emission at 6.3 gzm. This broad band background may be discriminated

against by using the on-band/off-band filtering technique discussed previously. The preliminary

bandpass of the on-band filter is 5.8-6.8 jtm. The off-band filter transmits 5.3-5.8 lim and 6.8-

7.3 um. By straddling the emission band, the variation in the slope of the blackbody emission

curve with temperature is taken into account. In this manner, the greybody emission can be
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Figure 13. Integration of the apparent radiant int.isity due to water vapor thermal emission. The
integral is approximate in that there are regions that are not integrated; however, the integral
coverges rapidly with increasing field-of-view.
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subtracted better regardless of the spacecraft's apparent temperature. The noise from the

greybody emission, N0,8 , is given by

NGR• = I Ec'CIlB z~ 1-H A A- h--1R-- T t ]/
iV~ IE H hv R'

where EcB is the blackbody spectral surface irradiance (Watts cm-2 Aim-), EAHIB is the emissivity-

area of the spacecraft. To obtain the total noise contribution, the components are added in

quadrature.

N, = tro2+ N(;82

6.5 H~o Emissions Signal-to-Noise Evaluation

To evaluate the importance of H20 emissions, we have calculated signal-to-noise ratios

for a typical size SWIR and LWIR sensor.

6.5.1 Low Altitude HO Emissions

The water vapor single pixel apparent radiant intensity depends upon the sensor

parameters - the outgassed cloud may be smaller or larger than the pixel footprint. As an

example of typical values, Table 9 lists water vapor apparent radiant intensities at 3 um for a

typical size sensor observing the water vapor cloud surrounding a 7 km sec- spacecraft. Since

the 3 p•m emission is brighter than the 1.5 j.m emission, and the reflected sunlight is more

significant at 1.5 p.n, our evaluation concentrates on the 3 jsm emissions. Table 10 lists the

water ,,apor detection signal-to-noise ratio for a typical size sensor observing the water vapor

cloud surrounding a 7 km sec ' spacecraft. The total integration time is 0.5 sec; i.e., 15 samples

at a 30 Hz frame rate.

The apparent radiant intensities listed in Table 9 show an unusual altitude dependence;

i.e., the apparent radiant intensity first increases, then decreases, with increasing altitude. If the

water vapor cloud is contained wittin a single pixel, the apparent radiant intensity is proportional

to both the ( atom concentration and the mean free path. The mean free path, in turn is
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Table 9

H20 Apparent Radiant Intensities
for a Typical Size SWIR Sensor Observing Outgassing From

a 7 km sec' Spacecraft

Range = 300 km

Altitude 3 im
(km) (W/sr)

150 0.078

175 0.11

200 0.15

250 0.045

300 0.064
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inversely proportional to the total density (0N2] + [01 + [0]j); therefore, the radiant intensity

is proporlional to the mixing fraction of [0]. The radiant intensity will therefore increase with

increasing altitude until either, (1) the cloud expands outside of a single pixel, or (2) 0 atoms

become the dominant atmospheric species (Z > 250 km).

The curious range dependence of the signal-to-noise ratio is also evident in Table 10.

At 125 km altitude, the H20 cloud radiation is contained within a single pixel. The signal will

have a I/R2 dependence. At night, the detector readout dominates the noise, and the S/N shows

a 1/R2 dependence. Under sunlit conditions, the fluctuations in the hardbody signature dominate

the noise, and the S/N shows a 1/R dependence. At 250 km altitude, the radiating H20 cloud

has extended outside of the pixel footprint. The single pixel signal will be independent of range.

At night, where the readout dominates the noise, the S/N is independent of range. Under sunlit

conditions, where these fluctuations in the hardbody signature dominate the noise, the S/N

actually increases with range.

6.5.2 High Altitude Emissions

The H20 apparent radiant intensities predicted at high altitudes (Z > 500 kin,

resonance scattering and self-emission) are much weaker than those predicted at low altitudes

(Z < 300 km, 0 atom interactions). The thermal emission of the spacecraft also provides an

intense background against which the weaker H20 emissions must be detected.

The high altitude H20 apparent radiant intensities predicted for a typical size LWIR

sensor are listed in Table 11. The corresponding signal-to-noise ratios are listed in Table 12.

6.6 Summary and Conclusions

Laboratory and field data indicate that spacecraft covered with ablative heat shielding or

MLI will outgas water vapor for long times. Recent laboratory and field measurements also

suggest that the interaction of this outgassed water vapor with the ambient atmosphere produces

readily measurable NIR and SWIR emissions. At high altitudes, where the atmospheric

interaction is reduced, other mechanisms produce LWIR emissions.

We have modeled the evolution of the outgassed water vapor cloud, the resulting NIR,

SWIR, and LWIR emissions, and the response of two typically dimensioned sensors to these

emissions. Readout noise and atmospheric radiance are taken into account. In addition, the
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Table 10

Water Vapor Signal-to-Noise
Ratio for a Typical Size Sensor

Observing Outgassing From a 7 km/s Spacecraft

Night Sunlit
RV Altitude 3 Am 3 Am

(km) (SIN) (S/N)

Range= 100 km

150 1700 170

200 310 31

250 31 3

300 4 1

Range = 300 km

200 310 55

250 31 9

300 4 1

Range = 500 km

250 31 14

300 4.4 2
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Table I I

H20 Apparent Radiant Intensities for a
Typical Size LWIR Sensor Observing Outgassing From

a High Altitude Spacecraft

Range (km) S/N

Temperature = 220' K

100 27

300 26

1000 21

Temperature = 3000 K

100 14

300 10

1000 8

Table 12

H20 Signal-to-Noise Ratios for a Typical
Size LWIR Sensor Observing Outgassing From

a High Altitude Spacecraft

RV Range RS Therm
(km) (mW/sr) (mW/sr)

T = 220K K

100 1.5 0.078

300 4.4 0.094

1000 15 0.094

_T = 300oK

100 1.5 1.4

300 4.4 1.8

1000 15 1.8

5 2



hardbody emission (reflected sunlight in the SWIR or greybody emissions in the LWIR) become

noise sources for water vapor measurement. The LWIR H20 emission intensity is 100 - 1000

times less than the greybody signature.

Our signal-to-noise calculations predict that typically dimensioned SWIR and LWIR

sensors can measure H20 emissions surrounding spacecraft. The emissions due to atmospheric

interactions (Z < 300 kin) are much stronger than those due to resonance scattering and self-

emission (Z > 500 kin) for high velocity vehicles. The atmospheric velocity dependent, while

the high altitude mechanisms are not.
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7.0 ANALYSIS OF HIGH ALTITUDE ATMOSPHERIC EMISSIONS AT HIGH DOSING

LEVELS

The results of our efforts during this time period are summarized in two papers which

have been presented at several conferences. The first paper, "Excited State Distributions from

Artificial Aurora Produced by the EXCEDE III Experiment", was presented at the meeting of

the IRIS Specialty Group on Targets, Backgrounds, and Discrimination in Albuquerque, NM,

29-31 January 1991. This paper was the basis for presentations at the Fall 1990 and Spring

1991 Meeting of the American Geophysical Union11 51 and at the 1991 Cambridge Workshop in

Theoretical Geoplasma Physics - Nonlinear Phenomena and Active Experiments which were

attended by Dr. R.J. Rieder and Dr. R.L. McNutt. Unfortunately because of security clearance

difficulties the paper was able to be presented only at the Cambridge Workshop.

Data analysis from the x-ray experiment was started during this period and is still

ongoing. The results are being written up for rapid publication in Geophysical Research Letters

and is close to being ready for submission. A draft of the paper, "Remote X-Ray Measurements

of the Electron Beam from the EXCEDE III Experiments" is included in Appendix A. The

experiment consisted of two datectors, one having a large area (18 cm2) and the other having

a small area (2 cm 2) for the purpose of expanding the dynamic range of the experiment. The

objective of the experiment was to make remote measurements of the beam energy by detecting

and characterizing the bremsstrahlung radiation emitted by the beam electrons. This paper was

the basis for presentations at the Spring 1991 Meeting of the American Geophysical Union and

at the 1991 Cambridge Workshop in Theoretical Geoplasma Physics -Nonlinear Phenomena and

Active Experiments.
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Remote X-Ray Measurements of the Electron Beam

From the EXCEDE III Experiment
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REMOTE X-RAY MEASUREMENTS OF ThE ELEC'fRON BEAM
FROM THE EXCEDE III EXPERIMENT

S. A. Rappaport, R. J. Rieder, W. P. Reidy,

R. L. McNutt, Jr., and J. J. Atkinson

Visidyne, 10 Corporate Place, South Bedford Street, Burlington, MA

D. Paulsen

PL/GP/OPB, Hlanscom AFB, MA

Abstract. The EXCEDE III rocket experiment
successfully produced an artificial aurora on April 27, 1990
with an 18 A beam of -2.4 keV electrons. The experiment
consisted of an accelerator module and a sensor module in a
mother-daughter configuration. The beam was fired along
the Earth's magnetic field lines between the altitudes of -62
and 115 km during the flight. A major concern prior to the
flight was that the injection of such an overdense electron
beam into the lower ionosphere would charge the
accelerator module to a significant fraction of the beam
potential. To monitor the primary electrons remote from the
rocket, two X-ray proportional counters were included as
part of the sensor module. X-ray spectra from
bremsstrahlung emission yield a direct measure of the
primary electron beam energy outside the plasma sheath
surrounding the accelerator module. Analysis of these
spectra show that a hard upper limit on the accelerator
module potential is -200 V for the entire time that the beam
was on, assuming no loss by attenuation or through beam-
plasma interactions. We also find that the X-ray intensity
was modulated at the few percent level by firings of the
attitude control jets.

Introduction

EXCEDE III (Excitation by Electron Deposition) is an
atmospheric energy deposition rocket experiment that was
launched on April 27, 1990 from the White Sands Missile
Range (WSMR) [Paulsen et al. 19911. This flight is the
most recent in a series of such experiments [e.g., O'Neil et
al., 1978a,b; 19821. An artificial aurora was successfully
produced between the altitudes of -62 and 115 km by an
electron beam with a primary electron energy of -2.4 keV
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and current of 18 Amperes. The electron beam was fired
along the geomagnetic fieid lines which have an elevation
angle of 61.10 with respect to the local horizontal at
WSMR.

EXCEDE III was configured is a mother-daughter
experiment. One section contained the electron accelerator
and associated instrumentation, while the other section
carried sensors for spectral and spatial measurements.
There were 22 optical instruments which covered the
spectral region from 0.18 microns to 25 microns, 2 video
cameras, and 5 film cameras. In addition, the
instrumentation included an electrostatic analyzer, a
retarding potential analyzer, an atomic oxygen experiment,
and 2 X-ray detectors covering the band from 1-10 keV.
Twenty-six beam firing cycles were studied, each cycle
consisting of 4.73 seconds with the beam on and 2.37
seconds with the beam off. We report here on remote
measurements made from the sensor module of the
bremsstrahlung X-ray emissions from the electron beam.
To our knowledge, this is the first measurement of its kind
to be carried out in space.

Bremsstrahlung X-Ray Experiment

The X-ray detectors were one of eight experiments
provided by Visidyne and consisted of two proportional
counters filled with 800 Torr of Ar (90%) and CO2 (10%)
and sealed with 25 IA thick Be windows. The unobstructed
areas of the windows for the detectors were 2 cm 2 and 18
cm 2 , respectively. The different detector areas were used to
expand the dynamic range of the experiment. The quantum
efficiency of the detectors was -90%, 45%, 60%, 40% and
6% at energies of 4, 3, 2, 1.5 and I keV, respectively; the
rapid decline toward low energies is due to photoelectric
absorption in the windows. The energy resolution of the
proportional counters was 18% FWHM at 5.9 keV, and
scales approximately as E-1/2, where E is the X-ray energy.
The field of view of the X-ray detectors was defined by a
hexagonal aluminum honeycomb collimator to be 8*
(F-W RM).

The EXCEDE III experiment timeline was as follows:
(1) The sensor module separation occurred at time after
launch t = 112 s and at an altitude h = 82 km; (2) the third
electron gun cycle (the first for which we have good X-ray
data) was at t = 136 s and h = 99 km; (3) the peak altitude
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occurred at t = 195 s and h = 115 km; and (4) gun cycle
number 23 (the last which yielded good X-ray data) was at t
= 278 s and h = 82 km. The sensor module was pushed
away from the accelerator payload with a separation
velocity of 3.17 m s- 1 in a direction roughly perpendicular
to the electron beam. At the time of the third gun cycle, the
separation between the two modules was 76 m, and this
distance had increased to 530 m by the time of the 23rd gun
cycle. Throughout most of the flight, the field of view of
the X-ray detectors was oriented -28' from the line joining
the sensor and accelerator modules, in such a direction so as
to intersect the electron beam at a distance from the
accelerator module of s 0.1 times the practical range of the
primary electrons. The 80 field of view of the X-ray
detectors always completely covered the electron beam in
the transverse direction (across the beam), but included only
a portion of the beam equal in length to - s x tan 80, where
s is the separation between the sensor and the electron
beam. During the 21 gun cycles observed with the X-ray
detectors, the length of the electron beam (approximately
equal to the practical range of the primary electrons)
increased from -500 meters near gun cycle 3 to -6 km at
apogee, and then decreased again as the payload descended.
Correspondingly, the field of view of the X-ray detectors
included a few percent of the electron beam during gun
cycle 3, a progressively smaller fraction of the electron
beam as the payload approached apogee, and a larger
fraction of the beam as the payload descended and the
separation s increased. By gun cycle 23, virtually the entire
electron beam could be covered by the field of view of the
X-ray detectors.

X-ray pulse height spectra were accumulated for 1/6
second and telemetered to the ground with 128 pulse-height
channels, each of width -0.08 keV. In addition, there was a
"photometer" output mode in which the number of detected
X-rays, regardless of energy (over the range -1-10 keV),
were integrated for 20 ms and telemetered to the ground.
This latter mode had better temporal resolution than the
pulse height mode, but essentially no spectral information.

Data and Analysis

In all, -600 pulse-height spectra were recorded from each
detector during the flight. A sample spectrum containing a
total of -2000 X-ray events is shown in Figure 1. Under
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5

normal operating ccnditions, the pulse height distribution of
a narrow line source is approximately Gaussian in shape;

however, at the high counting rates experienced during the
flight (1.5 x 104 s-1 to 1.8 x 10 s-I in the large area
detector) the pulse height distributions develop a broad,
high-energv tail (of relativrly small amplitude) and some
distortion at low energies. Laboratory calibrations indicate
that the centroid of the disfribution is not significantly
affected by count rates in the range encountered during most
of the flight.

To mitigate against any detrimental effects of high
counting rates, the analyses and figures presented in this
work utilize data from both detectors. We used the data
acquired with the large area detector for gun cycles 7
through 18, while for earlier and later gun cycles we used
data from the smaller area detecwor (factor of --9 smaller
than the larger area detector).

The expected thin-target bremsstrahlung X-ray (number)
spectrum for electrons of er.ergy Ee is given by (see, e.g.,
Chap 20, Fig. ,.3b of Evans [19721):

S(E) - So E-' for E E (1)

-0 for E > Ee

where So is a constant. For a spectral iiribution of

electron enegies, the resultant bremsstrahlung X-ray
spectrum will obviously be more complex than !hat
represented by equation (1). The relatively poor energy
resolution of the proportional counters in this low-energy
range, however, does not warrant an attempt to fit the data
to a more complicated spectrum than the one given in
equation (1). We therefore restricted our efforts to
determining the single parameter, Ee, under the assumption
that the portion of the electron beam under observation at
any particular time contains mostly monoenergetic electrons
of energy E,.

For electron energies in the range of -1.5-3 keV, this
type of spectrum (eq. 111) produces a relatively narrow
pulse height distribution in a conventional proportional
counter. This results from the fact that the X-ray spectrum
is rising rapidly toward low energies, while the
corresponding quantum efficiency of the detector is
dropping rapidly. The finite energy resolution of the
proportional counters broadens this peak into a pulse height
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spectrum of the form shown in Fig. 1. The position of the
centroid of the pulse height spectrum can then be used to
make a direct estimate of the energy of the primary
electrons in the beam.

In order to establish the relation between the peak of the
pulse height spectrum and the parameter Ee, we carried out
extensive simulations of the response of the EXCEDE III
proportional counters to bremsstrahlung spectra that result
from a variety of primary electron beam energies. First, we
computed the expected pulse height distribution that would
be recorded by the proportional counter from an input
bremsstrahlung spectrum of the form given by equation (1).
This was accomplished by convolving the product of the
spectrum and the detector quantum efficiency with the
detector energy-resolution function. For each such
calculation, the energy corresponding to the centroid of the
pulse height spectrum was recorded. These calculations
were repeated for a wide range of electron (beam) energies.
From our simulations, we find that the position E, of the
centroid of the pulse height spectrum is related to the
energy of the primary electrons Ee by:

E, (keV) = 0.4 E, (keV) + 0.6 keV (2)

For simplicity we approximated the measured pulse
height spectra with a Gaussian distribution and fit such a
function to each of the -600 recorded spectra. Because of
the obvious deviations from a simple Gaussian at both large
and small pulse heights (see Fig. 1), we restricted the fits to
the center 20 channels of each pulse-height distribution.
From each of these fits, we extracted the mean pulse height
(ox Ej), an intensity (oc X-ray flux), and the rms width of
the distribution. A plot of the relative intensity of the X-ray
flux, as measured by the larger-area proportional counter
(for gun cycles 7 through 18) and the smaller-area detector
(for all other cycles), as a function of time is shown in
Figure 2. "Each gun cycle firing is indicated along the
abscissa. Note the erratic behavior of the electron guns
during the first 3 gun pulses. Temporary drops in electron
beam current (due to load faults on the gun modules) can be
seen in gun cycles 5 and 6. During gun cycles 13 and 14
the current dropped because one of the four gun modules
turned off. The anomalous intensity profile of gun cycle 22
is due to a scanning motion of the sensor module near the
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end of the mission.
The overall X-ray intensity profile seen in Fig. 2, higher

near the beginning and end, and lower in the middle of the
flight, is due primarily to the changes in atmospheric density
with altitude and the concomitant changes in the practical
range of the electron beam. At the higher altitudes, the
practical range of the electron beam is -6 km, while at the
lowest altitudes represented in the figure, the practical range
is only -100 m. At the higher altitudes the field of view of
the X-ray detectors overlaps only a small fraction of the
length of the electron beam, and hence the drop off in
intensity near apogee. By contrast, at the lower altitudes, the
intensity is higher because the field of view of the X-ray
detectors overlaps a larger fraction of the length of the
electron beam.

For each measured pulse height spectrum we used our fit
for the position of the centroid and our laboratory
calibration to find the corresponding energy of the centroid
(in keV). We then used the energy of the centroid in the
pulse height spectrum to estimate the energy of an assumed
monoenergetic electron beam (eqn. [2]). A plot of the
inferred electron beam energy as a function of gun cycle is
shown in Figure 3. We find that the electron energy of the
beam during a significant portion of the flight was 2.4 -, 0.2
keV. The erratic behavior of the beam seen at the start of
the flight is due to the operating characteristics of the
electron accelerator. When a very large current is sensed by
the electronics, the accelerator automatically shuts down and
attempts to resume operation at a lower voltage. A
substantially lower gun voltage is inferred during gun cycle
3 and a smaller step down in voltage is clearly seen in the
second half of gun cycle 5. These measurements confirm
that a high-energy electron beam propagated away from the
accelerator module and that the primary electron energies
were substantially as measured at the electron gun.

The intensity of the X-ray emissions also provides a
direct measure of the current in the electron beam. In
general, the counting rate R in the X-ray detector is related
to the beam power P by the following relation:

P - 4.n R s L hv/(Ad E t tanO) (3)

where 0 = 8', Ad is the area of the X-ray detector, E is the
average effective quantum efficiency of the X-ray detector,
Sis the fraction of the energy of a primary electron that is
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ultimately emitted in the X-ray band (see, e.g., Chap. 21,
eqn. 2.10 of Evans [19591), s is the separation between the
sensor and accelerator modules, h v is the energy of the X-
rays and L is the practical range of the electron beam.
Equation (3) was evaluated with the appropriate measured
parameter values throughout the flight. The average beam
power is found to be 48 kW. Since the energy of the
primary electrons is -2.4 keV, this total power indicates a
current of -20 Amperes, in reasonable agreement with the
more accurate current measurement of -18 Amperes made
at the electron guns (C. Ilowlett, private comm.).

Charging of the Accelerator Module

The best estimate of the energy of the electron beam
averaged over gun cycles 6 to 20 made from the accelerator
module (C. IHowlett, private comm.) yields a value of 2.5 t
0.1 keV. Comparison of this value with that measured
remotely (at a distance of many Debye lengths) using the
X-ray emission of the primary beam electrons indicates
agreement to within the uncertainties of the measurements
of -200 eV. This consistency, in turn, indicates that
significant charging of the accelerator module did not occur.
If an electron beam is emitted into an underdense plasma
(ambient plasma density less than the beam plasma density),
and there are no additional sources of charged particles, a
return current sufficient to neutralize the vehicle potential
may not be available. In such a case, the effective
accelerating potential of the electrons can be substantially
reduced (and the current density as well, for operation near
the perveance limit). In the case of EXCEDE III, there
were apparently sufficient sources of charged particles
present (due to electron-impact ionization of the ambient
neutral species [see, e.g., Winglee, 1990]) that the vehicle
floating potential remained small (<200 eV).

Beam Power Oscillations

Searches for temporal periodicities in the X-ray intensity
were carried out on the X-ray photometer mode data with
0.020 s time resolution. The data were first passed through
a "median" filter of width 0.8 sec. In this filtering scheme,
the median value of the X-ray intensity in each 0.8 sec
interval is subtracted from the observed signal. This has the
effect of reducing the effects of the large changes in X-ray
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signal due to the gun on-off cycle and the overall low-
frequency intensity variations due to the intercepted fraction
of the beam with altitude (See Fig. 2). After filtering, the
resultant data set was subjected to a Fourier analysis. The
power spectral density obtained from this analysis is shown
in Figure 4. Aside from some residual lower-frequency
noise below -2 IHz there is a prominent peak at 11.36 Itz as
well as its first harmonic. In addition, there is some
evidence for another peak at 12.26 Hz.

These oscillations have been confirmed with most of the
other instruments on both the sensor and accelerator
modules, including two 3914 boresighted photometers, an
electrostatic analyzer, and a retarding potential analyzer.
The two oscillation frequencies are the same in the various
data sets and can be matched in time to the firing of the
nitrogen-emitting gas jets in the Attitude Control System
(ACS) on the accelerator module (C. Hlowlett, private
comm.) The amplitude of the oscillations appears to be
sensitive to the gas required by a given maneuver. These
oscillations, when they are present, minimally impact the
primary goals of the EXCEDE UI experiment. At the same
time, their presence may provide a unique opportunity for
further diagnostics which were not originally planned.

Previous experiments have shown that neutralization
currents to electron-beam emitting spacecraft are affectd by
neutral gas releases [cf. ,e.g., Gilchrist et al., 19901. A
quantitative study of the spectral data used to produce Fig. 3
shows that the time average of the energy of the primary
electrons changes by less than -25 eV between times of
oscillations and quiescence. Thus, the oscillations do not
appear to be due to modulations in the spacecraft potential
of more than -twice this value or -50 V.
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